
*MEMORIAL DAY 2019 $5,000 Guarantee* 
Fri Day 1A May 24 @ 7p, Sat Day 1B May 25 @ 12p, Sat Day 1C May 25 @7p, Sun Day 2 May 26 @ 12p 

Location Arctic Ice Arena 10700 w 160th Street Orland Park IL 
$135 + $15 optional Bonus - $135+$15 optional bonus re-buy first 11 levels 

30 min blinds Day 1 – 30/40 min blinds Day 2 
25k chips to start after optional $15 table bonus - Full priced re-buy full starting stack thru end of level 11 

5k chips for on-time arrival – 5k chips for pre paid entry (35k Max Stack) 
Non on-time players or pre paid players can buy each 5k bonus for $5 ($10 total for 10k for 35k Max) 

708-935-2861 for info or kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com 
Day #2 Late Registration available first 2 levels via $135+$15 entry for 25k chips. Pre pay & On-Time bonus available 
Bag & Tag up to 3 stacks into Day #2. Players eligible for single day #2 add-on of 35k chips for $50. Players who bag 
n tag 3 stacks can NOT do a day #2 add-on. Late Reg players on Day #2 can enter tournament & still get single Day #2 

Add-on for the additional $50. 

Level  Small Big Btn Ante Length Time Time 

1 25 25  30 min 7:00 12:00 

2 25 50  30 min 7:30 12:30 

3 50 100  30 min 8:00 1:00 

4 75 150  30 min 8:30 1:30 

 Break 10 Min   10 min 9:00 2:00 

5 100 200  30 min 9:10 2:10 

6 150 300  30 min 9:40 2:40 

7 200 400  30 min 10:10 3:10 

8 250 500  30 min 10:40 3:40 

 Break 10 Min   10 min 11:10 4:10 

9 300 600  30 min 11:20 4:20 

10 400 800  30 min 11:50 4:50 

11 500 1000 500 30 min 12:20 5:20 

12 600 1200 500 30 min 12:50 5:50 

 End of Day 1    1:20 6:20 

 DAY #2 Restart @ 12p     

11 500 1000 500 30 Min 12:00  

12 600 1200 600 30 Min 12:30  

 End of Entry      

13 800 1600 800 30 Min 1:00  

 Break 10 min   10 min 1:30  

14 1000 2000 1000 40 min 1:40  

15 1500 3000 1500 40 min 2:20  

16 2000 4000 2000 40 min 3:00  

 Break 10 min   10 min 3:40  

17 2500 5000 2500 40 min 3:50  

18 3000 6000 3000 40 min 4:30  

19 4000 8000 4000 40 min 5:10  

 Dinner Break   30 Min 5:50  

20 6000 12000 6000 40 min 6:20  

21 8000 16000 8000 40 min 7:00  

22 10000 20000 10000 40 min 7:40  

 Break 10 min   10 min 8:20  

23 15000 30000 15000 40 min 8:30  

24 20000 40000 20000 40 min 9:10  

25 30000 60000 30000 40 min 9:50 
Estimated 
End 
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*MEMORIAL DAY 2019 $5,000 Guarantee* 
Fri Day 1A May 24 @ 7p, Sat Day 1B May 25 @ 12p, Sat Day 1C May 25 @7p, Sun Day 2 May 26 @ 12p 

Location Arctic Ice Arena 10700 w 160th Street Orland Park IL 
$135 + $15 optional Bonus - $135+$15 optional bonus re-buy first 11 levels 

30 min blinds Day 1 – 30/40 min blinds Day 2 
25k chips to start after optional $15 table bonus - Full priced re-buy full starting stack thru end of level 11 

5k chips for on-time arrival – 5k chips for pre paid entry (35k Max Stack) 
Non on-time players or pre paid players can buy each 5k bonus for $5 ($10 total for 10k for 35k Max) 

708-935-2861 for info or kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com 
Day #2 Late Registration available first 2 levels via $135+$15 entry for 25k chips. Pre pay & On-Time bonus available 

- Players who bag and tag multiple flights take all stacks combined into one into Day #2. No cash bonus for double bag. Max 
of three combined stacks to start Day #2 

- Chip leader end of Windy City Poker Hosted flights (before double or triple bag combine) will receive a $350 qualifier seat 
for our July 2019 $3k Championship as a bonus prize! Funds deducted from Prize Pool. Individual Flights may receive a 
sweet pair of headphones from The Little Guys Home Technology. 

- Day 1A, 1B, 1C will play to end of level 12 or if the field equals 20% of the initial entries and re-buys or the chip average 
equals 150k-175k. 

- Registration and re-buys open till end of level 11. Final level of play will not have eligible re-entry or re-buy. Players who 
are short stacked at end of level 11 can surrender and re-buy. 

- Players who pre pay receive additional 5k chips to be applied to starting stack of 25k (35k max) 
- Players who arrive on-time receive additional 5k chips to be applied to starting stack 25k (35k max) 
- Players who re-buy into either Day 1A, 1B or 1C get their same starting stack after $135+$15 re-buy 
- Players who can not make Day 1A, 1B, or 1C can late register on Day 2 thru end of first 60 minutes of the day or end of 

level 12 (600-1,200 level) unless the field is down to 20% or less to start Day 2. Then they must register before the end of 
the first level on Day 2. Day 2 players get 35k in chips for $135+$15 for 25k chips. They can pre-pay and arrive on-time 
for the additional 10k or purchase them for $10. 

- Day 2 Blinds may be rolled back based on when Day 1A, 1B, or 1C bag and tag to Day 2 at tournament directors discretion 
- No re-entry for Day 2 players no matter if its during late registration period 
- Players who bag and tag only ONE Day 1 flight may opt for a Day #2 add-on of $50 for an additional 35k in chips and 

combine their Day 1 stack with the extra 35k. Players who bag & tag two flights can also opt for the Day #2 Add-on @ 
$135+$15 for an additional 35k in chips. Players who bag n tag three flights can NOT do a Day #2 add-on. 30% held for 
hosting charity. Pre payment of add-on when bag n tag allows for $10 discount. 

- Players may surrender their stack end of level 11 before entry period completed and re-buy for $135+$15 for 35k chips. If 
a player has 3 stacks into day #2 and one stack is below 35k they have the option to surrender that stack so as to allow for 
them to do a $50 add-on for day #2. They can not get a pre paid add-on discount when doing this 

- Late registration players can enter the tournament for the $135+$15 entry along with earning pre reg or on-time bonus 
chips and opt for a single immediate add-on. Presuming their entry has 35k in chips. They can do a $50 immediate add on 
for another 35k and start with 70k in chips. This is only if they had not bagged n tagged any flights. 

- Players may also be able to substitute pre paid bonus chips via pre reg + on-time + 1 canned goods donation. 
- Top 12% finish in the money 
- No Bad beat eligible for this tournament, no funds held for TOC or Promotional fund 
- $20 of the $135 entry held for hosting charity or 14.5%.  
- Prize pool will allocate no more than 4 seats for June 2nd, 2019’s WSOP Qualifier @ 5pm. Funds will come from the prize 

pool. 
- Optional $15 Bonus for 25k stack not included in Rake. Late reg or non pre paid bonus goes directly to host charity. 
- First place or the “bubble” will include a $365 qualifier seat for the next $3,000 championship event qualifier in July 
- $5k guaranteed prize pool value with less than 44 entries will include ADDED $365 qualifier seats to allow for $5,000 

value to be reached with first place guaranteed a total value of $2,500* 
- Seats for the $350 WSOP Qualifiers may also be given away as part of the player prize pool for specific dates that must be 

played on those dates including June 2nd, 9th, and or 16th. 
- Additional flights with the same rules and details may operate at other charitable events in Indiana or Illinois. Players can 

still only bag n tag 3 stacks maximum. 
- If a player participates in more than 3 flights and bags n tags more than 3 flights then can only take 3 stacks to Day #2. So 

one stack will be surrendered with no bonus for that 4th flight. 
- This event will have satellite locations host flights for Day #2. These locations in Indiana and Illinois that are hosted at 

charity events will have a minimum of 10 players to participate and play thru the end of level 12 or till top 20% are left of 
total entries which will include re-buys. These players are eligible for the same tournament and have the option to bag n tag 
multiple flights as well. This will help increase the prize pool to beyond the $5k guarantee. Any questions please call 708-
935-2861 for more details. 

There is NO RE-ENTRY for Day #2 if the tournament continues from level 10 and beyond. If the tournament continues 

from level 9 or lower then re-entry will be thru end of level 12. 

Structure and details as of May 20th, 2019 
No splash pots or end of entry Add-on. 

Host charity reserves the right to alter, change, or cancel this tournament without notice. All payouts adhere to the 
Illinois charitable games act. Players may be required to sign a release form for participation All decisions and rulings 

by the floor are final 
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